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+18038346982 - https://www.yummicrab.com

Here you can find the menu of Yummi Crab in Columbia. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Yummi Crab:

we celebrated the 53rd birthday of my friend and had a good time. Although it took some time, I realized that
everything was freshly cooked. I have half the mix with garnel and flounder with sweet potatoes. delicious! love
our waitress, tay. she was so sweet and patient. kudos to them when some of the women have changed their
commands. read more. As a customer, you can use the WiFi of the place at no extra cost, Depending on the
weather, you can also sit outside and have something. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no

problem for guests with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about Yummi Crab:
Ugh! So as I'm outside waiting I notice a employee on break digging for gold for 15 min straight. Gross me outMy

husband brings the food.out we r eating the fries and at the bottom of the box there is this hard brown piece of
metal something. I have no idea what it is. Like why? I.cant with this place anymore. Gotta go do praying we will

be ok read more. A visit to Yummi Crab is particularly valuable due to the large variety of coffee and tea
specialties, and you can look forward to the tasty traditional seafood cuisine.
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Appet�er�
FRIED SHRIMP

Ho� drink�
TEA

Sauce� & Butter�
GARLIC BUTTER

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
FISH

Ingredient� Use�
POTATOES

SWEET POTATOES

SEAFOOD

SAUSAGE

SHRIMP

CORN

GARLIC

BUTTER

SHRIMPS

SCALLOPS
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Opening Hours:
Monday 12:00 -22:00
Tuesday 12:00 -22:00
Wednesday 12:00 -22:00
Thursday 12:00 -22:00
Friday 12:00 -23:00
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